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UK at the Dawn of 2019 
Report of a Listening Post held in London on 9 January 2019 

 

PART 1: THE SHARING OF PREOCCUPATIONS AND EXPERIENCES 

In this part, the Listening Post participants were invited to identify, contribute, and 
explore their experiences in their various social roles, be they: in work, unemployed or 
retired; as members of religious, political, neighbourhood, voluntary or leisure 
organisations; or as members of families and communities. This part was largely 
concerned with what might be called, ‘the stuff of people’s everyday lives’: the ‘socio’ 
or ‘external’ world of participants. 

Group A 

Just spent the last 10 days in a village in Devon where I live most of the time, 
where I born and brought up. Having a very nice time but not feeling well 
preoccupied with health issues unusually. It’s a small village, everyone knows 
everybody, a working village. But struck by how easy it is for people to fall out 
and move into cliques. We have a party every year, 100 people or more, a small 
house. Some people come to avoid each other even in a very small house 
Another thing is how narrow the view was in a way how unaware people are 
about how other people live. I came back yesterday to London to work, in a 
children’s home near where I live – the children have problems and the staff 
have problems – a completely different atmosphere, where still the issues are 
very narrow, but huge issues of poverty, deprivation and violence… 

I went on holiday in France, two days in Paris the windows of shops and cafes 
were covered with wood (because of the yellow vest protests), tube stations were 
closed, to see the violence and destruction – gilet jaune protests like Brexit, 
everything mixed up – a message seems to be needed for France. People say ‘I 
voted for this’ but it’s all mixed up 

I find myself surprised that that movement – for want of a better word – has not 
spread here. Mindful of the riots we had here not that many years ago when 
various bits of London were set ablaze. It seems to me that people are feeling 
quite rootless especially in a big city. There is a constant sense of flux in the big 
city, a big mix of different people. Old things which gave people a map of things, 
a sense of belonging use to anchor people have fallen away – surprised that riots 
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have not spread here. Perhaps a ‘real village’ gives more stability than an 
amorphous city. 

Possibly. 

Are we on the brink of a riot? Almost a riot in the House of Commons today and 
outside yesterday. Are we trying to stop ourselves having a riot? There is a lot of 
abuse which public figures experience probably so the MPs – but there is a sense 
of danger – danger of a riot. 

I went to Scotland for the New Year, a house party with 27 people I didn’t know 
and 3 people I did know. There was no discussion about Brexit, a kind of truce, 
until the 2nd of January – allowing us to get back into it. This week in particular I 
became aware, after retiring last year, of not being in paid work – so this week 
has felt like occupying a parallel universe, a world of the un-working. 

I’ve been preparing a piece of work on the difference between deceit and 
deception. I have to sit with this until it becomes clear to me. I had a dream last 
night. I had to prepare a speech for a very posh reception, trying to join in the 
spirit of what is clearly an important event at a University but I’m not prepared 
but it’s time for me to get up and speak but my papers are in confusion so I can’t 
(use them) but I go up to speak and realise I’m speaking to the Association of 
Make-up Artists – I’m caught up in this dilemma – but deception is not as harmful 
as deceit. I’m going to have to speak to this on 24th January. In the break I try to 
find out ‘What’s going on in the movies?’ Movies about royalty, about power…Am 
I being deceived, a costume drama? I’m troubled by my difficulty in 
differentiating between what is fake and what is not. 

I’m now in a full-time job though most of my life freelance, but swimming in an 
ocean caring for the old and the young generation, trying to a track on what’s 
going on in the world and my own neighbourhood in London which is a safe 
happy vibrant metropolis, have to put that in. I think it works. But my job takes 
me to deprived areas in various bits of the country. This big dissociation with 
friends worried that ‘the wheels are going to come off in March’…for a lot of 
people the worst has already and they’re not engaging with it as it’s already 
happened to me…’what wheels?’ I’m coaching a group of people from local 
government with an individual who is responsible for a department that is going 
over the cliff edge. I wish we were more the ‘yellow vests’, but a beef I have is 
about the lack of political conscience we have, …and on the streets. 

I’m quite interested in the ‘news’ and the past few days tempted to write to the 
Evening Standard, I pick up a copy because it’s free – probably wouldn’t if I had to 
pay for it – and it seems to me that it’s whipping up hysteria with everything a 
crisis or we’re going to plunge into something using hyperbolic language – a vast 
background of relentless noise about Brexit even politicians Tweeting in the 
middle of the night…is there no rest from it? I find myself increasingly distrustful 
of the Evening Standard – how much influence does it have? It must be partly 
responsible for people’s unease. 
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I can’t be the only one who thinks of the debacle in Parliament, and I find myself 
thinking about living in the city with the centre of Government flapping around 
and (caught up) in the use of the procedural way of working it through….I have a 
friend who’s an MP and saw her on the News behind Yvette Cooper ….it’s 
exposed to all of us that we’ve got such an imperfect system, terribly flawed and 
a deception the sense of the journey from the Referendum being a tissue of lies, 
hysteria whipped up and manipulated through social media…it’s so horrible. 

Thinking about the vignette you described on the television…are they ‘make-up 
artists’? Or are the for real? Clearly there has been some real work that’s gone 
on. Whenever a useful step is made the media (newspapers) rubbishes it, tears it 
down or they get the opposing Parliamentarians to wreck it. You have to wait for 
the dust to settle before you can see what they’ve actually managed to build. 

What troubles me is the difficulty I have in making a judgment, not of what they 
are doing but the responsibility in me – how do I take a position, how do I 
differentiate, rather than say they are idiots or that is false. How do I ground 
myself in a kind of truthfulness? We’ve just had the first suicide in my sector ever. 
There’s a pattern to do with things people did in the past come and get them in a 
new world and they can’t bear it. Something from the past comes up and it’s over 
but there’s a kind of atavistic attitude that comes, the trades unions which I 
support. The past is coming back Brexit is a concept of the past. Looking in the 
present at the future, then the past - which time dimension do I keep my eye on? 
It’s (a question of) 360-degree observations and conversations. The here and 
now complexity I feel is no longer simply in the head. It’s a time warp.   

Group B 

There is understandable confusion, that’s something I’ve been feeling as well and 
the difficulty of staying engaged because it is so tempting as commented before 
to go on holiday, retreat and forget about everything  

I’ve been thinking about today’s awful unintended consequences (Parliament) 
and how they would affect us for years and years - it’s getting worse and worse. 

I was thinking about the confusion and the retreat and people that are looking at 
other options, looking at where to go, looking at getting citizenship in other 
places but don’t have good links to other places, made me feel sad… 

I wanted to share that it’s the first time I’ve sat in the middle with more strangers 
sitting round the outside. What I was analysing, what was coming out from the 
first round of conversations was actually the big opting out mechanism – I was 
thinking I was safe in the womb, contained and safe…I live on my own, I’m a 
solitary person, I’ve never felt lonely, I’m fine on my own, traced it back to a safe 
womb experience but it’s another opting out, disappearing metaphorically into 
the womb/room and let the rest of it go hang..! But I will be reborn… 

Maybe we’re looking for a good option to go somewhere else. As opposed to 
being citizens now here. 
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My here and now thought was its quite a relief to be in the room because of the 
chaos we’re surrounded by outside – maybe this is somewhere where we can sit 
still for a minute and try to recover and think and digest something. Especially 
when we’re hearing about adults in the House acting like children and we’re 
hearing about children in a children’s ’home’ and the violence and the 
aggression. It’s quite nice to be in the Listening Post. Actually, my personal pre-
occupation has been about mortality, flu and in bed for two weeks I thought I 
was going to die. But coming back to work I started to wonder what my life 
expectancy should be according to the statisticians. I looked it up on my phone 
and discovered my life expectancy is actually 4 years and two months. It was 
quite a shock. (laughs with others). 

My preoccupation related to that is what kind of world will my daughter grow up 
to inherit. One thing is sure that it won’t be the world I grew up in for sure. I 
won’t say I’m at peace with that, I don’t know what the correct word is but I 
wouldn’t say I’m accepting of that but it is what it is. I am concerned about the 
future. It’s very much about a personal investment in the future. 

There are three types of preoccupation for me – I have been studying 
sustainability for many years. I have over Xmas been stuck at home thinking 
about this, trying to figure out, talking to a lot of people, because that’s the 
research interviewing lots of strangers, what do they do, how do they see, what’s 
their take on leadership – it goes far beyond that it goes into Brexit, it goes into 
all sorts of topics…The other part is …actually I was lucky to become a citizen of 
the UK because my original one is the EU so I’m on side where I have the choice 
to go be part of the EU as it happens to. be on the outside of the UK. Interesting 
there was a part that was mentioned earlier - there was a question about what is 
the real work? What it triggered in my head that it’s another word that doesn’t 
have an intrinsic value. It’s only me that puts the value on top of it. What value 
comes of the word (when) it could mean something to me and mean something 
to someone else. And, therefore, it goes back to choice. If we have a choice what 
is it we choose. It’s been on my mind quite a bit. Also arriving here today the riots 
in France were mentioned. I noticed at the beginning someone wearing a yellow 
vest triggered my thought that it is what it is nowadays… 

I think the French are very slow in this regard – Brexit was years ago – what take 
them so long? 

But when they go, they go! There’s this kind of rage, active component that’s 
difficult to summon up in this country and what we get is a lot of people who are 
dissatisfied but there not necessarily speaking about it or acting about it by 
putting an X in the box, that’s their action.  

You mentioned riots some years ago in London, streets on fire, 8, 9 years 
..2015?...I used to live in East London the pub I went to was on fire…thinking 
about it then and now expecting another crisis another crash, triggered by some 
kind of  loss. There’s a lot happening right now what kind of loss will trigger it 
now. Thinking about… the news with stabbing here, stabbing there, it’s nuts...the 
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bad language of politicians on TV ..how far does it need to escalate to trigger 
something. Where will it escalate? There will actually be something… 

Another piece of news I heard this morning – it looks like two suicides in Canary 
Wharf. that’s different, that’s new. And connecting up with the increasing 
stabbings, the drug warfare – it’s increasingly becoming unavoidable noticeable. 
Maybe something is on the bubble. 

I hope so. 

There is so much negative news out there, made me think maybe it’s on purpose 
to keep people occupied by other bad things other than Brexit, to distract us 
from something else, deliberate? 

What would be behind it? 

It occurred to me with the great Gatwick non-drones…maybe there was 
something going on but they couldn’t talk about it ..it was better to stop all the 
aeroplanes flying for a day blaming it on a fictitious drone than talk about what 
was really going on 

Back to deceit and deception in a big way. 

Another big test for Brexit? 

What I want to say, not meaning anything as bad about the Chinese, they’re 
lovely people but China wants an ‘empire’ – what if they start with an island, 
Britain, work out how to do that, move on to Europe and then Russia – what if 
the Chinese were behind the drones? 

The drones were probably manufactured in China! 

There are those in society who don’t want change, happy the way they are, 
they’re in a privileged position and want to stay where they are. But there are 
those in society who do want change and I count myself as one of them. Going 
back to the media – when I go on a protest march - we make a big noise a big 
scene, we try to get some attention but it’s interesting how little attention we 
receive either from the police or the Government or the media. The Govt has so 
much on its plate it can’t handle another disturbance. But it seems like the BBC 
in particular, is complicit in this, another Government organisation and there is a 
stifling of anything that could lead to a wider uprising. 

My concern listening to what you’ve said is the danger of introducing personal 
paranoia by looking at all the institutions that make up the Government and the 
functioning of our society You have to trust it some of the time. The more you 
question the more difficult it is to live. You have at some point to give up some 
degree of paranoia. You have to trust some of it some of the time. The more you 
question the more you destabilise yourself because nothing is certain nothing is 
sure. 
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Maybe we’re a fake country. We are part of this global interconnected system, 
part of a global economy a complex and complicated and all this Brexit stuff is all 
around sovereignty, whatever that is. Or about personal identity. What if we’re 
not really a country any more. We haven’t been a country since the mid-1950s. 
Maybe this is the thing we haven’t come to terms with. 

It’s interesting what it triggers is, as with early words the inability to differentiate. 
Strangely we should question but access to the answers. We cannot do it from 
the inside. The world is far too small to have separate countries. Is there an 
option to see what’s on the other side to make an informed decision? 

One of the reasons I came today was to try and force myself to engage and think 
about - a sense of engaging with the news but then disengaging, hopelessness, 
retreating – feeling guilty about not doing enough, helplessness – motivational 
videos, very small very personal. 

Interested in Parliament talking about taking back control which was exactly the 
slogan of the Brexit campaigners. It seems we’re in a process of the most 
incredible change - it reminds me of the story of when they broke the sound 
barrier – as the plane approached the sound barrier the plane shuddered and 
shuddered and shuddered and they thought that the plane would fall to bits if 
they went through the sound barrier, the test pilot wouldn’t do it.  But eventually 
they said well we have to do it. As they approached the sound barrier the plane 
shook and shook but after they went through all the shaking stopped. And I think 
we’re somewhere like that at the moment approaching some actual monumental 
change, the whole country feels like it’s shaking to bits and the desire to control 
this process is very strong. Nobody knows what to do if they had control over it 
but there’s a huge amount of fear, rage and panic about this terrifying change. 

It seems to me that change is happening but no-one is controlling it so the main 
pre-occupation for me which is always not far away is climate change , we focus 
on something which we feel we can change, Brexit, in the same way that people 
engage in self harm to give a sense of having some  control over their life – just 
naming that now, ‘climate change’… 

There’s a little saying ‘How do you eat an elephant? One mouthful at a time!’  

And in spite of the dark long weeks over Xmas we still have climate change! 

With the warmest Winter I can remember…and we’ve had a tsunami as well. For 
me that’s important we need something catastrophic to happen before it seems 
to register…very slowly things are heaping up such that it seems to go 
undetected. 

PART 2: IDENTIFICATION OF MAJOR THEMES 

In Part 2, the aim collectively was to identify the major themes emerging from Part 1. 
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Theme 1:   

1. The need to ‘take a holiday’ from the demands of responsible and 
troublesome citizenship and an implicit ‘truce’ occurring during the 
Christmas period between opposing points of view starting up again on 
January 2nd after the holiday.  

2. A tsunami of change within our society and within our democratic political 
system over which neither we nor our political leaders have control is not 
fully understood. It is so powerful it threatens to shake us apart. However it 
is thought to be a change we must go through in order to discover what is 
‘on the other side’.  

3. The contrast between the polite form of British protest contrasted with the 
French more outward and violent form of protest – throwing cobble stones, 
setting fire to buildings - versus privately placing a cross on a ballet slip – 
whilst noting that a few years ago there were violent protests on the 
London streets involving the setting fire to buildings and other disruption. 
Nevertheless, there is the violence of stabbings on the streets of London 
echoed now by the unusual suicides reported in Canary Wharf. 

4. Adults, our politicians, behaving like children, apparently ‘making it up as 
they go along’ are not effectively working together and are exacerbating 
oppositional politics and the deep divisions within our society, exposed by 
but not caused by the Referendum. In spite of repeated appeals to ‘act in 
the best interests of the country’ there appears to be no consensus or 
agreement about the latter and our politicians continue to perpetuate the 
problem. Meanwhile actual children cared for in care homes are the victims 
of abuse, violence and deprivation.  

5. The contrast and tension between those who are privileged wanting to 
resist change, harking back to the past – the Empire -  in order to maintain 
their privileged position whilst those who have already lost everything are 
demanding change. Brexit is an echo of, or a wish to recreate something 
from the past, and taking back control is proving problematical. 

6. The contrast between the womblike safety of our private lives where we 
can escape temporarily from the turbulence outside in society, where there 
is perpetual conflict and disagreement not being responsibly managed, 
nevertheless in private we have to face the reality of our own mortality and 
limited life expectancy. As citizens, do we need to consider more active 
revolt to take back control or, scared of the consequences, do we continue 
to watch helplessly to maintain our personal sanity? 

7. The speculation and fear of another massive economic crash whilst the 
much greater threat to our survival of global warming, which we have 
created, increases and is virtually ignored. 
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8. There seemed to be a reluctance to voice disagreement or explore feelings. 
Instead, it was observed, we engaged in the safety of ‘intellectualisations’ as 
if the dismay and uncertainties that had been repeatedly voiced were too 
messy or scary to be ‘unpacked’. 

PART 3: ANALYSIS AND HYPOTHESIS FORMATION 

In Part 3, the participants were working with the information resulting from Parts 1 & 
2, with a view to collectively identifying the underlying dynamics both conscious and 
unconscious that may be predominant at the time; and developing hypotheses as to 
why they might be occurring at that moment. Here, participants were working more 
with what might be called their ‘psycho’ or ‘internal’ world: their collective ideas and 
ways of thinking that both determine how they perceive the external realities and 
shape their actions towards them. 

Hypothesis 1 

We retreat into our ‘private lives’ where we can escape from the responsibilities 
of ‘citizenship’ as opposed to ‘public lives’ where we experience the challenge to 
act responsibly, to ‘do something’, ‘to protest’ This is experienced as a constant 
tension and often a futile struggle. We wonder whether it would be more 
productive to have a revolution that is ‘out in the open’ rather than constantly 
rumbling ‘under the surface’.  

Hypothesis 2 

The sense that massive change is about to take place but not under our control 
inclusive of, but also beyond, ‘global warming’ is very present. In spite of our 
dismay, disappointment and disillusionment with our politicians we have 
become aware that there is no easy solution to, or way out of, the deep divisions 
in our society. We find it difficult to fully express our feelings in this context and 
resort to the safety of intellectualisations only to find that that provides little 
comfort. 

Hypothesis 3 

The fact that the Brexit debate is dominated by oppositional thinking rather than 
cooperation fills us with despair and in order to avoid being overwhelmed we 
have to privately manage our engagements, our citizenship within society, and 
find even this, sometimes, too challenging. Brexit has become a magnet for 
everything we cannot talk about. Because those we look to to lead us out of 
chaos are making it up as they go along, we find ourselves despairing and 
inextricably embedded in a society which is deeply divided and are left to make 
our own difficult personal choices. 

Hypothesis 4 

The longstanding deep divisions within our society exposed by, but not caused 
by, the Referendum, continue to be acted out angrily in Parliament and are 
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thereby not safely contained. This lack of containment provokes anxiety at an 
existential and personal level which seems to forebode a continuing disturbance 
within society, a threat to our democratic system, and an unknown and 
unpredictable outcome which we are forced to face and manage individually. 

Convenor: Roger Ramsden, OPUS Associate 


